

















































































































































































































































































































































































































25 ​( ​M ​ = 3.05, ​SD ​= 0.65) 





































































































































34 (​M​ = 4.48, ​SD ​ = 0.90) 
35 (​M​ = 4.69, ​SD ​ = 0.89). ​A logistic regression model predicting which format was preferable 
(context only = 0 or context plus rating = 1) was marginally significant [χ​2​(4, ​n ​= 348) = 7.96, ​p 
< .09] with a significant coefficient for close mindedness ( ​B ​= .26, ​p ​< .05) ​. 
36 ​An OLS regression model with the ​perception distance​ variable as the outcome and having a 
choice or not having a choice as a predictor was not significant for neither Glassman the 



































































































































46 This finding is consistent with other studies on the effectiveness of fact-checking such as: 
Fridkin, Kim, Patrick J. Kenney and Amanda Wintersieck. 2015. “Liar, Liar, Pants on Fire: 
How Fact-Checking Influences Citizens’ Reactions to Negative Advertising.” ​Political 
Communication ​ 32(1): 127-151; Min, Young. 2002. “Intertwining of Campaign News and 
Advertising: The Content and Electoral Effects of Newspaper Ad Watches.” Journalism & 
Mass Communication Quarterly, 79(4): 927-944; O’Sullivan, Paul B. and Seth Geiger. 1995. 
“Does the Watchdog Bite? Newspaper Truthboxes and Political Attack Ads.” ​Journalism & 
Mass Communication Quarterly​ 72(4): 771-785; although also see Ansolabehere, Stephen 
and Shanto Iyengar. 1996. “Can the Press Monitor Campaign Advertising?” ​Harvard 
International Journal of Press/Politics​ 1: 72-86; Nyhan, Brendan and Jason Reifler. 2010. 































































































49 Indeed, Fridkin et al. 2015 found that fact-checks challenging the accuracy of a claim 
were more powerful than those that were confirmatory. 
19 
 
Conclusions 
 
The enterprise of fact­checking continues to grow. In the United States, fact­checking references 
in newspapers have increased over 900% since 2001 and increased over 2,000% in broadcast 
media. ​ Worldwide, at least 89 fact­checking organizations have been documented in locations 
50
such as Turkey, Uruguay, and South Korea. ​ Moreover, the practice of fact­checking now 
51
extends beyond just politics. The accuracy of blockbuster movies such as “Argo” and “Selma” 
has been checked. ​ Sites such as TruthInAdvertising.org have emerged to verify the accuracy of 
52
marketing and advertising claims about consumer products and services. Even the political 
fact­checkers have begun expanding their targets beyond politics: in 2015, PolitiFact 
fact­checked the claim of a national insurance advertiser during Super Bowl XLIX and 
FactCheck.org introduced its SciCheck feature to focus on scientific claims. ​ As the practice of 
53
fact­checking expands, so too must our understanding of whether and how people learn from 
corrections in the news media. Given the varying types of misinformation in society and the split 
format preferences of the public, both context­only and context with a ratings icon format have a 
future in fact­checking. 
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